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West Margin Press Used Actionable 
Data To Profit From An Opportunity
A MARKETING INSIGHTS CASE STUDY

West Margin Press’ The Last Letters of Attu was a ten-year old title experiencing stagnant 

sales until the sudden rise in popularity of the WWII Battle of Attu. Marketing Insights 

identified increased activity across the web and surfaced new marketing opportunities and 

recommendations for West Margin Press to act on. By following the actions recommended by 

Marketing Insights, Last Letters of Attu’s sales and discoverability increased dramatically over a 

3-month span.

The Set-Up
Last Letters from Attu, published in 2009, was experiencing sluggish sales, coupled with poor Amazon 

rankings —due to low search results and online chatter. A new Atria title on the Battle of Attu, The Storms on 

Our Shores, and its associated press coverage, including a feature on the author on 60 Minutes took flight. 

The release of The Storm on Our Shores, published in April 2019, provided Last Letters of Attu an opportunity 

to boost discoverability and sales, and that’s where Marketing Insights came in.

Marketing Insights in Action
Marketing Insights identified Last Letters from Attu as a “Big Mover” owing to a large jump in sales rank. As a 

result, a unique list of opportunities was generated for the publisher:

1. Bold the first line of the book description

2. Promote the book using relevant hashtags on social channels 

3. Update the Amazon author page

4. Target Amazon ads to consumers interested in related categories and genres 
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Publisher Actions Taken Based on Marketing Insights 
Recommendations 
• Recommendations were identified by Marketing Insights and updates made by the publisher within  

two days. 
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• Updated 10 year old metadata (Refreshed 

outdated description and improved 

formatting)

• Deployed keyword advertising on Amazon to 

drive discovery from the The Storm on Our 

Shores book (in effort to improve discovery 

and placement alongside the new title)

• Built an Amazon Author Central page for the 

author who isn’t digitally savvy (Added detail 

and context about the author)

• Promoted the book on Facebook and Twitter

What Happened?
• Organic cross-promotion on Amazon with the frontlist title, The Storm On Our Shores 

• Sponsored ads for Last Letters being run and paid for by Amazon as well as Barnes & Noble

• Amazon price and availability changed to most optimal for conversion — automatically

Results
• Sales lift seen across channels over a 3-month span

• Amazon +128%, Wholesale +90%, Barnes & Noble +225%

• Physical and digital unit sales more than doubled

• Initial spike in sales 4x preceding 3-month average

• Sustained 2x sales growth for trailing 3 months

• Amazon rank increased sustained

• Paperback rank peaked at ~25k

• Baseline average rank increased from 585k in prior 3 months to 190k in trailing 3 months

SUSTAINED AMAZON RANK INCREASE
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Sponsored ads for Last Letters were being run and paid for by Amazon and B&N.
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www.ingramcontent.com/iqmarketinginsights

Amazon updated pricing, stock availability and single day shipping to match the consumer demand.
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